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The Bolshoi Theater is considered by many to be the finest example of mid-nineteenth-century Russian 
architecture. After a devastating fire in 1853, the building was recontructed by architect Albert Kavos, 
and the horses on the pediment were sculpted by Pyotr Klodt. In 1922, the building housed the First All- 
Union Congress of the Soviets, which passed the resolution on the formation of the Union of Soviet So- 
vialist Republics.

READY FOR A LITTLE 
EXCITEMENT? 
HERE IT IS...

'91 GRAND AM $9995 OR$166*mo!
PLUS $600 CASH FROM PONTIAC FOR COLLEGE GRADS AND UNDERGRADS!
GARY STEVENSON HAS TOO MANY 1991 GRAND AMS. SO HE'S DOING WHATEVER IT TAKES 
TO SELL THESE GRAND AMS REGARDLESS OF PROFITI COME SEE US TODAY! GRAND AM 
#M2053 MSRP $11,349 — REBATE $500 — DUALITY DISCOUNT $854

‘Paymants with 25% Down plus TT&L, 11.9% APR,
Gary Stevenson's 60 months with approved credit

QUALITY
Pontiac • Buick • GMC
601 S. TEXAS/BRYAN/779-1 OOO

^CENTRAL 
TEXAS 
PONTIAC 

'/® DEALERS

By RUDY CORDOVA JR.

TO he Bolshoi Ballet is as deeply rooted 
in history as the Soviet Union itself . Except for 
a brief period during World War II, a ballet 
company has resided in Moscow for more than 
200 years.

In the Russian language, the word bolshoi 
literally means “big.” And that is exactly what 
the Bolshoi Ballet is all about. With over 250 
dancers, a tremendously talented teaching staff 
that prepares the performers for a huge 
rehearsal and a magnificent school associated 
with the company, it is no joke that Texas A&M 
is dealing witn something not just big but 
enormously outrageous in proportion.

In 1776, the Moscow Orphanage debuted its 
first dancers. Filippo Becarri, a dancer in the 
St. Petersburg court theaters, started out with 
62 students in 1773, and in three years, 24 of 
them were ready for the stage. Becarri was paid 
not for his instruction but for his results. For 
every soloist that came out of his teaching, he 
was paid 250 roubles.

Tnat was only the beginning of the Moscow 
Ballet and what was to prove one of the most 
well-known ballets in dancing history. From the 
Znamensky Theater to the Petrovsky Theater, 
the Moscow Ballet made its presence known in 
Moscow.

L wasn’t until 1856, when the Petrovsky 
Theater burned down that architect Alberto 
Cavos designed the Bolshoi Theater, a 
magnifecent building whose entrance is 
decorated with eight honey-colored Doric 
columns. The Moscow Ballet then changed its 
name to Moscow’s Bolshoi Ballet.

Moscow was not at this time the cultural 
center it was to become in the 20th Century.
For many years, the ballet suffered behind its 
rival ballet in Imperial St. Petersburg, the 
Tsar’s capital. Because the Bolshoi was far 
removed from the capital, it was able to create 
its own character known as the “Moscow style.” 
It was a style full of emotion, dramatic effect 
and governed by a freedom of academic rule.

In the October Revolustion of 1917, the 
government seat was moved to Moscow; the 
artistic center of the USSR also relocated to 
Moscow. The dancing school had to prove itself 
in a new socialist setting by producing fine 
dancers and successful oallets like “The Red 
Poppy” and the first ballerina of the Soviet era, 
Marina Semyonova. x-

The Bolshoi troupe continued to grow until 
the outbreak of World War II when the

Bolshoi Ballet moved to the city of Kuibyshev 
on the Volga. Leonid Lavrosky staged one of 
his most successful masterpieces of theater in 
1940 with “Romeo and Juliet” in Leningrad.

When the company moved back to Moscow, 
Lavrosky became director and took control of 
the ballet’s reconstruction period after the war. 
He also lead the first visits oy a Soviet ballet 
company to the West.

Yuri Nikolaivich Grigorovich became the 
artistic director and chief choreographer of the 
Bolshoi Ballet in 1964 as Leonid Lavrosky’s 
successor. In contrast to past directors, 
Grigorovich staged mammoth ballets with the 
male dancer becoming as dynamic a force as 
the ballerina, instead of a mere supporter.

^JTrigorovich has made the Bolshoi the 
grand ballet company that it has become in 
recent years. He uses his experience with the 
Kirov and the traditional “Moscow style” to 
blend the efforts of a talented ballet troupe. 
Grigorovich completed his studies at the 
Leningrad Ballet School in 1946 and until 1954 
was a soloist with the Kirov Ballet. While at the 
Kirov, Grigorovich choreograghed many 
ballets including “The Stone Flower” (1957) 
and “Legend of Love” (1961).

In 1963, the Bolshoi Ballet offered 
Grigorovich a chance to produce a revival of 
“Sleeping Beauty” in Moscow. This began his 
carreer with the Bolshoi. The road to success 
has not been smooth for Grigorovich but 
together with his troupe he has triumphed.

Turmoil has erupted in recent years as 
reports indicate an opposition group headed 
by Vladimir Vasiliev objects to the Bolshoi as a 
“one-ballet-master theater.” Members of the 
troupe went on strike, demanding that the 
government regulate the situation.

Grigorovich says in a July 1990 interview 
with “Dance Magazine” that “A theater takes 
shape around a particular personality, 
gathering a group of disciples who voluntarily 
accept his aegis. A theater cannot be 
omnivorous. One theater differs from another 
in that it has its own artistic line.”

No. a new company carries the 
Bolshoi name. The Bolshoi Ballet-Grigorovich 
Company has its artisitc line firmly rooted in 
Yuri Grigorovich, its artistic director and chief 
administrator.

The troupe embodies the history of the 
Bolshoi ana holds its future. That future 
debuts Friday night at Texas A&M’s Rudder 
Auditorium.

Spend a Summer Month
in

GERMANY
INFORMATIONAL MEETING

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 27TH 
504 RUDDER AT 8:30PM

Applications now 
available In 
Rm 216 MSC

EXCHANGE PROGRAM

MSC Jordan Institute for
Awnr<»ne«v

For More 
Information Call 

845-8770

ROSENTHAL MEAT SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY CENTER 

DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SCIENCE

DEER HUNTING & THANKSGIVING SPECIALS
PRICES EFFECTIVE WHILE SUPPLIES LAST OR THROUGH NOVEMBER 30, 1990

$2.99 PER LB. 

$2.99 PER LB.

BEEF CHILI MEAT 
BEEF STEW MEAT

DON T GET CA UGHT 
CHASING A TUP ATET
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BEEF JERKY (half pound bags) $8.99 per bag PORK SAUSAGE (t lb. chub)

HICKORY SMOKED BEEF & PORK SAUSAGE $2.49pehlb. HICKORY SMOKED BACON (thicksuced) 

S 1 BEEF STICK s SUMMER SAUSAGE
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SERVE HAM FOR 
THA NFS GIVING

BONELESS HICKORY SMOKED HAMS o-b lbs.. $3.69 PER LB.

HICKORY SMOKED HAMS (15-20 lbs.) $1.98 per lb.
A whole bone-ln ham that has bsen cured, dry-aged and heavy smokad. This is a ham with that "old- 
tashloned" taate and will be a great entree tor your holiday cooking.

EXTRA TRIM BEEF, LAMB, AND PORK 
LUNCHEON MEATS

409 / 845-5651 
nON-FRI • 9AM—6PM

• FARM FRESH EGGS 41 lb• MILK, CHEESE, ICE CREAM, AND MALTS mm9 VISA

$1.39 PER LB.

$1.99 PER LB. 

$1.69 PER LB. 

$1.99 PER LB. ^
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